
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
A year in the making, The Wish Pixies are about to take flight 
 
VIC, Australia, Oct. 11, 2017 - The brain child of ex-fashion designer Dainy Sawatzky, The Wish Pixies are a 
collection of tiny cloth dolls designed to encourage children (big & small) to be the best they can be, by 
believing in themselves. 
 
Hand Made in Australia using natural fibres of cotton and linen, each 18cm doll is created with a 'Wish' in 
mind, whether it be helping with a fear of water or the dark, or encouraging a child to be happy and 
positive. Each tiny character comes to life with hand painted details, delicate wings, miniature ears and even 
teeny-tiny unicorn horns. Most importantly, every pixie has a secret pouch on its back, which can be used by 
a parent or carer to write ‘Pixie messages’, communicating with the child and nurturing their wishes through 
the power of self-belief.  
 
The concept of the Wish Pixies was born from a desire to create a product with meaning and positivity, 
which reflects not only the aim of the doll but also its creation – ethically and sustainable made, supporting 
the local industry. The Wish Pixies also reflect Dainy’s own experiences with her childhood rag doll and the 
feelings of safety & reassurance that sometimes only your silent ‘best friend’ can give. 
 
“You can't have enough Pixie magic in your life, no matter how old you are.” Says Dainy, who has a diverse 
fan base for her dolls, both the young and young at heart with the common thread being a captivated 
imagination. 
 
Each keepsake doll is nestled inside whimsical envelope packaging, with illustrated fairy wings that unfold 
to reveal The Wish Pixie story and the doll itself. The uniquely designed package acts as card, gift box and 
story in one, with space inside to write a personal message to the recipient.  
 
The magic and charm of these tiny doll continues as you discover the Pixie’s pouch with a tiny letter hidden 
inside - a ‘Secret Spell’ to get the magic going. Later the pocket acts as the portal in which messages of 
encouragement will ‘appear'.  
 
These dolls are the perfect companions – small enough to fit in a pocket, tuck under a pillow or nestle 
snuggly in a small hand. The pensive little face is trustworthy, wise and kind. Secrets are safe, and when the 
playing is done the doll sits, cute as a button, on a shelf in a child's room. 
 
With more Limited Edition collections of the Wish Pixies already underway, as well as adorable accessories 
in the pipeline, this enchanting addition to the These Little Treasures collection of dolls are sure to enchant 
the child in all of us.  
 
About These Little Treasures  
Founded in 2015, These Little Treasures design and craft quality cloth dolls and accessories, with an 
emphasis on functionality, style and enhancing imagination. Each doll is ethically made right here in 
Australia. For more information, please visit the Press Hub on our website.  
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